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Introduction 
It is well known that the category of topological spaces is not a convenient 
category for topologists (see [5-7, 19]), since it does not have canonical function 
spaces. In other words, Top is not Cartesian closed. This fact has inspired an intense 
research for remedying this missing properties of Top in various directions. The first 
one was to restrict attention to full subcategories of Top, which have all limits and 
colimits and are Cartesian closed (that is for each X, there is an exponential functor 
( )” right adjoint to the product functor ( )xX), but still large enough to include 
most of the spaces which are needed by topologists (see [19]). For example, in 
[6,7] Brown showed the convenience of the category of Hausdorff k-spaces. The 
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second way was to try to embed Top in a larger category having the desired properties 
(see [S, 12, 14, 18,221). Another approach was to determine those objects X which 
allow the construction of canonical function spaces Xy for any other space Y. In 
this direction Day and Kelly characterized Cartesian objects in Top (see [9]). 
Often topologists have to work also with the category of spaces over a fixed space 
X, that is in the slice cateogry Top/X, which in general is not Cartesian closed. 
Niefield in [ 161, characterized exponentiable morphisms of Top, that is exponenti- 
able objects of Top/X for any X in Top. In order to find a convenient category of 
fibred spaces we can try to restrict our attention to the category K/X, where K is 
the Cartesian closed category of /c-spaces. But we cannot reach our aim if we do 
not consider a suitable space X. For example, K/X is Cartesian closed if X is 
Hausdorff or even if X is weakly Hausdorff (the diagonal is closed in the k-topology). 
But exponentiation does not preserve this property, in the sense that an exponential 
(Z + X)‘Y’X’ need not be Hausdorff, even if X, Y, 2 all are (see [l, 3, 20, 221). 
Then Booth and Brown found sufficient conditions for the Hausdorffness of the 
exponential (Z + X)’ “+x’ in [3] and [4] and Lewis characterized in [ 151 exponenti- 
able morphisms in the category of weakly Hausdorff compactly generated spaces 
as the open maps. Following this line, in this paper we investigated the nature of 
exponentiable morphisms in HCompt (the category of compact Hausdorff spaces). 
In order to do that, we use the notion of partial product of spaces introduced by 
Pasynkov [ 171, and intensively studied in [lo], where the interrelation between this 
notion and the exponentiability is described. Since every map s between compact 
Hausdorff spaces is exponentiable in Top (see [16]), the partial product P of a 
compact Hausdorff space over a map s always exists in Top. We proved that s is 
exponentiable in HCompt if and only if this partial product P is a compact Hausdorff 
space. It follows that a map between compact Hausdorff spaces is not necessarily 
exponentiable in HCompt. Looking for necessary conditions, we found that an 
exponentiable map in HCompt must be open with fibres which are Cartesian in 
HCompt. Thus we invesigated the nature of Cartesian objects in HCompt, showing 
that they are only the finite discrete spaces. Using these results, we proved that the 
exponentiable morphisms in HCompt are exactly the local homeomorphisms. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let C be a category with finite products. 
Definition 1.1. A morphism s : U + X in C is said to be errponenriable if it is Cartesian 
as an object of C/X, that is when the functor ( ) x s : C/X --, C/X has a right adjoint, 
denoted by ( )“. 
Definition 1.2. Given s : U + X and Y in C, the partial products P(s, Y) of Y on s 
is defined (when it exists) as a pair (p, e), where p: P+ X, and e: P x,~ U + Y such 
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is a pullback and, given a pullback diagram on s 
and a map h : V -+ Y, there is a unique h’: W-, P over X with g =ph’ and h = eh”, 
where h”: V+ P xX U is given by the universal property of the pullback 
(A) 
We recall the following theorem (due to Dyckhoff and Tholen [lo]), which relates 
the existence of partial products on s with the exponentiability of s: 
Proposition 1.3. C has partial products over s (that is there exists P(s, Y), for any Y 
in C) if and only ifs is exponentiable in C. 
We are interested in finding a characterization of exponentiable maps in the 
category of compact Hausdorff spaces, which we will denote by HCompt. In order 
to obtain that, we will use Proposition 1.3. 
Remark 1.4. Let C be a subcategory of Top closed under finite limits, s : U + X 
exponentiable in C, Y an object of C and P = P(s, Y) the partial product of Y 
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over s in C. By the definition of partial product, it is easy to see that from a 
set-theoretic point of view, we have: 
(1) P can be identified with the set of pairs (x,f) with x E X and f a continuous 
map from the fibre s-‘(x) of x along s, to Y, that is P = {(x,f) If: s-‘(x) + Y}. The 
map p: P + X is obtained as p(x,f) = x. 
(2) Since Px, U is a pullback in Top, it is a subspace of the product P x U, 
namely Px,U={((x,f), u)I(x,f)~ P, UE U with s(u)=p(x,f)=x}. 
(3) The evaluation map e: Px,U+ Y is given by e((x,f), u)=f(u). 
(4) Given a pullback diagram 
and a map h : V + Y, the map h’: W-+ P given by the universal property of P is 
given by h’(w) = (g(w), hls-lCg(w)& 
Motivated by the above, we denote by 9 the set of pairs (x,f) with x E X and 
S: s-‘(x) + Y continuous. 
The following lemma gives us a sufficient condition under which the partial 
product P of Y on s in Top is Hausdorff. 
Lemma 1.5. Let s : U + X be an open map between Hausdor-spaces and Y HausdorjjI 
If 9 is a topology on 9 which makes the evaluation map e: (9, 5) xX U + Y and 
p : (9, 3) + X continuous, then 9 is Hausdor- 
Proof. Let P’= (9, F_) and (x, f ), (x’, g) be two different points of P’. Now, if 
x # x’, since X is Hausdorff, there exist two disjoint neighborhoods U, and U,. of 
x and x’ in X. Then p-‘( U,) and p-‘( U,,) are two disjoint neighborhoods of (x, f) 
and (x’, g) in P’. If x=x’, there must be a point u in U on which f and g differ. 
Then e((x,f), u)=f(u) # g(u) = e((x, g), u), by Remark 1.4 (3). Then, taken V 
neighborhood of f(u) and V’ neighborhood of g(u) in Y with Vn V’= 0, e-‘(V) 
and e-‘( V’) are disjoint neighborhoods of ((x, f ), u) and ((x, g), u) in P’x, U, 
which is a subspace of the product P’x U, by Remark 1.4 (2). Now we can find H, 
H’ open in P’ with (x, f) E H, (x, g) E H’ and W, W’ open in U with u E W, u E W’ 
such that: (Hx w)n(P’x,U)~e-‘(V) and (H’x W’)n(P’x,U)ce-‘(V’). 
Then, if w”= W n W’, we have 
[(Hx W”)n(P’x,U)]n[(H’x W”)n(P’x,U)] 
=[(HnH’)x W”]n(P’x,U)=@. (*) 
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Let 23, = H np-‘(s( W”)) and Hz = H’np-‘(s( W”)). Since s is open, s( W”) is 
an open neighborhood of s(u) = x and p-‘(s( W”)) is an open neighborhood of 
(x,f) and (x, g). Consequently H, and Hz are open neighborhoods of (x,f) and 
(x, g) respectively. We want to show that H, n H2 = 0. Suppose now there exists 
(y, h) E H, n Hz. Then p(y, h) = y E s( W”), that is there is w E W” with s(w) = y. So 
((y, h), w) should be in P’ xX U and in (H, n H,) x w” and this is impossible, since 
they are disjoint by (*). Cl 
2. Exponentiable maps in HCompt 
Let us now turn our attention on the category of compact Hausdorff spaces, which 
is reflective in Top and then closed under limits. From Corollary 2.4 of [16], we 
immediately obtain: 
Proposition 2.1. Any continuous map s : U + X between compact Hausdorff spaces is 
exponenriable in Top. 
From now on, let s : U --, X denote a continuous map in HCompt. Then, for any 
topological space Y, the partial product of Y on s exists in Top by Proposition 2.1 
and we denote it by P = P(s, Y). This fact can easily give us a sufficient condition 
on the exponentiability of s in HCompt. In fact we have: 
Proposition 2.2. In the hypothesis as above, if, for any Y in HCompt, P(s, Y) is in 
HCompt, then s is exponentiable in HCompt. 
Proof. The universal property of P still holds in HCompt. •i 
But, if we do not have any additional hypothesis on s, P(s, Y) might be not in 
HCompt, even when Y is in HCompt. In fact, not every map between compact 
Hausdorff spaces, which is exponentiable in Top by Proposition 2.1, is exponentiable 
in HCompt, as the following necessary condition shows: 
Proposition 2.3. Ifs : U + X is exponentiable in HCompt, s is an open map. 
Proof. Let A be an open subset of U. Then U\A is closed and since regular 
monomorphisms coincide with closed embeddings in HCompt, there exists a space 
Y in HCompt and two morphisms h,, h,: U + Y such that h, = h2 on U\A and 
h,(u) # h,(u), for any u in A. Consider now the partial product P’ of Y on S in 
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HCompt. Corresponding to the pullback 
id 
u- U’ 
s I I I 
id 
x-x 
and to h,, h2, there exist hi, hi: X -, P’, by the universal property of P’. By Remark 
1.4 (4) and the nature of h,, hZ, we get h’, = hi on X\s(A) and h;(x) # h;(x) for 
any x in s(A). The inclusion of X\s(A) in X is then a regular monomorphism in 
HCompt and then s(A) is open. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Let s: U + X be in HCompt. Then s is exponentiable in HCompt if 
and only if, for any Y in HCompt, the partial product P of Y on s in Top belongs to 
HCompt. 
Proof. The sufficient condition is given by Proposition 2.2. For the necessary condi- 
tion, suppose s exponentiable in HCompt. By Proposition 2.3 s is open and then, 
by Lemma 1.5, for any Y in HCompt, the partial product P in Top is Hausdorff. 
Now consider the partial product P’ of Y on s in HCompt. By the universal property 
of P, in correspondence with the evaluation map e’: P’x, U + Y, there exists 
e”: P’+ P continuous such that 
(B) 
P l X 
By Remark 1.4 (1) and (2), P = P’ = 8 as sets and e = e’ as functions. Then e” is 
the identity on 9 and, being a continuous bijective map from a compact space to 
a Hausdorff space, it is a homeomorphism. So P is in HCompt. 0 
Corollary 2.5. In the hypothesis as above, ifs is exponentiable in HCompt, for any Y 
in HCompt, the partial product P of Y on s in Top coincides with the partial product 
of Y on s in HCompt. 
Now we are going to use these results to give sufficient conditions under which 
s is exponentiable in HCompt. In order to obtain that, we need to know the nature 
of Cartesian objects in HCompt, since any fibre of an exponentiable map is Cartesian. 
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In fact, X is Cartesian if and only if the trivial map t : X + {*} of X to a singleton 
is an exponentiable map. Now, since a fibre of s is a pullback of a singleton along 
s and exponentiable maps are stable under pullbacks (see [ 16]), the exponentiability 
of s implies the cartesianess of each fibre. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a compact Hausdor-space. X is Cartesian in HCompt if and 
only if X is finite. 
Proof. By the observation above on Cartesian objects, we can use Proposition 2.4 
and look for those spaces X for which the partial product P = P( t, Y), for any Y 
in HCompt is again in HCompt, where t: X + {*}. But P( t, Y) coincides with the 
power object Y*, which is the set of continuous maps from X to Y with the compact 
open topology, since we are dealing with compact spaces. Then, if X is finite, Y* 
is a (finite) product of compact spaces, and then is compact. Suppose now X 
exponentiable in HCompt and X infinite. Then there is an accumulation point x0 
in X. Consider a neighborhood open base { CJ,,}, E %’ of x,. By Uryshon’s lemma, 
for any A E 3’ there is fh :X + [0, l] such that fA(X\ U,) = 0, fh(xo) = 1. It is easy to 
see that the set {fh}heX is not equicontinuous and so (by Ascoli’s theorem) Y* is 
not compact. Cl 
Definition 2.7. A morphism f: X + Y is a local homeomorphism if each point x in 
X has an open neighborhood which is mapped homeomorphically by f onto an 
open subset of Y (see [21]). 
We can observe that a local homeomorphism between compact Hausdorff spaces 
has finite fibres, exactly like exponentiable maps in HCompt. This is not a case. In 
fact we have: 
Proposition 2.8. Ifs is exponentiable in HCompt, then s is a local homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let u E U. Since SK’(s(u)) is Cartesian, then discrete, there exists a neighbor- 
hood A of U such that An SC’(s( u)) = {u}. Now, it is sufficient to show that there 
exists a neighborhood VU of u in U contained in A, such that sIv is injective. 
Suppose that for any WG A neighborhood of u, there are u$, u’, such that 
s( ut) = s( u’,). As W varies in the filter base % of open neighborhoods of u contained 
in A, s( W) is a filter base converging to s(u) =x*. Then {x,. = s(u$) = s(u~)},,,,~ 
is a net converging to x*. 
Now denote by X’ the space with underlying set Q and the discrete topology. 
Consider the map k: X’+ X where k( W) =x,.. The pullback Z of k along s is the 
set given by the union of s-*(x,), WE Q, with the discrete topology, since s-‘(x,) 
is discrete. Define h : Z + D2 = { 1,2} (the discrete two point space) in the following 
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way: 
h(ufY)=l forany W, 
h(n2,)=2 forany W, 
h(z) = 1 otherwise. 
h is continuous, since Z is discrete. Now, by the universal property of the partial 
product P of D, on s in Top, there is h’:X’ + P so defined, by Remark 1.4 (4): 
h’( W) = (x,, hl,-lc,” ,). 
Now consider the net (h’( W)) wE9( in P. Since P is compact, this net admits a 
subnet (h’(f2)),,,. converging to (u,f). Since ph’= k, ph’(R) = k(R)=x, and xn 
converges to x*, being a subnet of x,. Since p is continuous, ph’( W) + p(y,f) = y 
and then y = x*. Now consider the two nets (h’(O), uh)o, (h’(O), u&)n in P x, U. 
Since h’(O)+ (x*,f), uh-, u, u&-* u, they converge to the same point ((x*,f), u) 
of Pxx U. But because e: Px, CJ + D, is continuous e[(h’(f2), uh)o] and 
e[(h’(R), uL)o] converge to the same point e((x*,f), u)=f(u). But 
e(h’(O), u;)~ = h’(O)(uh) = h(u:,) = 1 and e(h’(l2), u:~) = h’(R)(ui) = h(uk) =2 
and then f( u) = I= 2, which is clearly impossible. lJ 
This condition is also sufficient: 
Proposition 2.9. Let s: U + X a local homeomorphism between compact Hausdorf 
spaces. Then s is exponentiable in HCompt. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we have to show that, for any Y in HCompt, the partial 
product P of Y in Top is in HCompt. Since s is open, by Lemma 1.5, we already 
know that P is Hausdorff. So we need to show compactness. Since s is a local 
homeomorphism, for any u in U, we can consider a neighborhood W, of u in U 
and a neighborhood VS(,,, of s(u) in X such that s : W, + VyCuJ is a homeomorphism. 
By the local compactness of U and X, we can consider W, and Vrtu, compact. 
Given x E X, if x E s(U), we can consider V, = n { V$(,,) 1 u E s-‘(x)}, which is a 
compact neighborhood of x. s-‘(x) is given by a finite number n, of compact 
neighborhoods W’, of x, j = 1,2,. . . , n,, homeomorphic to V,. If x does not belong 
to s(U), we take X\s( U). Then {int Vx}xesCUJu (X\s( U)) is an open covering of 
X. We can then extract a finite subcovering {V,, , lfr2,. . . , V,“, X\s( U)}. For any 
i=l,2,..., n, let ni be the cardinality of s-‘(xi). Consider now the projection qi 
on V,,, from ( V,,) x ( Y”,) to X. For any i = 1, 2,. . . , n, take the pullback of qi along 
s. We get the disjoint union of ni copies of ( W’,,) x (Y”,), which we indicate with: 
u,“l_, ( W!, X Y”‘)j- For any j = 1,2,. . . , ni, let fi: Wi, x Y”t + Y be the projection 
on the jth component of Y”l and let fi = uy:, fi. 
In correspondence with every fi, by the universal property of P, there exists 
f” : V,, x Y”a * P, and f”(x, (y, , y,, . . .,y,)):s-‘(x)+Y.Sincex~V,,ands:W’;,+ 
V,, is an homeomorphism, for j = 1,2,. . . , ni, s-‘(x) consists of n; points u,, 
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uz,. . . , Un;. Then f”(x, (y,, y,, . . . , Y,,))(Uj) = .v, and it is a bijection. Taking now 
the pullback of the immersion of X\s( U) in X along s, we obtain the empty set 
and corresponding to the empty map to Y, we getf’: X\s( U) + P, withf’(x) = (x, 0), 
0: s-‘(x) = 0+ Y. We want to show that P = Uf”( V,, x Y”r)uf’(X\s( U)). 
Let (x,f) E I? If x E X\s( U), s-‘(x) = 0 and then f(x) =f’(x). If x E s(U), there 
exists V,, with x E vV, and then s-‘(x) G s-I( VT,) with s-‘(x) = {u, u2, . . . , u,}. But 
then (x,f) =f”(x, (f(n,),f(~,), . . . , f( u,,)) by Remark 1.4 (4). So P can be obtained 
as a finite union of compact spaces, then P is compact. 0 
In conclusion we have the desired characterization of exponentiable maps in 
HCompt, by Proposition 2.8 and 2.9: 
Theorem 2.10. s: CJ + X is exponentiable in HCompt if and only if s is a local 
homeomorphism. 
Corollary 2.11. Ifs : U + X is a monomorphism, s is exponentiable in HCompt zf and 
only ifs is a local embedding. 
Corollary 2.12. Ifs : U --, X is an epimorphism, with U and X connected and locally 
connected, then s is exponentiable in HCompt if and only ifs is a cover projection. 
Corollary 2.13. Lets : U + X be in HCompt and (e, m) be rhe (epi, mono) factorization 
of s. Then s is exponentiable Q-and only ~fe and m are exponentiable. 
Proof. Suppose s exponentiable. Then, e is the pullback of s along m and the 
exponentiability of e follows from the stability of exponentiable maps under pull- 
backs. By Proposition 2.3, s is open and so is m. From Corollary 2.11 it follows 
that m is exponentiable. 
The converse follows from the closure of exponentiable maps under composition 
(see [16]). q 
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